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Abstract: A novel soft switched full bridge DC-DC converter with phase shift control is projected to reduce
the circulating loss on the primary side of the transformer and the voltage stress on the secondary side.
Circulating loss in the primary and voltage spike across the rectifier diode are the disadvantages of the
traditional converter. Core loss occurs because of the large output inductor used in the secondary side. In this
paper we host a new procedure to overcome the above stated drawbacks. Without an auxiliary circuit, a single
common active clamp branch is engaged for Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) in all active switches, which
decreases the circulating loss on the primary side and switching losses. Instead of an additional inductor, the
leakage inductance of the transformer is utilized as the resonant inductor, which enhances the compactness
and cost effectiveness of the converter. The current stresses on the rectifier diodes and the conduction losses
are suppressed due to the resonance among the leakage inductance of the transformer and the rectifier
capacitor. As a whole, this converter is conducive for high power and high voltage applications towards
efficiency, cost and number of devices consumed.

Key words: Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS)  Zero Current Switching (ZCS)  PWM Converters  Phase
Shifted Full Bridge Converter (PSFB)  DC-DC Converters

INTRODUCTION voltage and zero current switching technique is employed.

Power  electronics  converters are frequently resonant inductor, which will aid in achieving, zero
employed  to  vary  the output power, torque and the voltage and zero current switching in the entire operating
speed of a DC machine. Usually the power electronic range.
converters  have  an  effect  on  both  the  power factor As the diode is in series with the primary switch [1],
and the  power  efficiency.  For low switching frequency the large primary current results in high conduction loss
of the converter, the power efficiency will be high where even though the circulating loss can be eliminated. With
as  the  power  factor  of  the  converter  is extremely low. the insertion of an auxiliary inductor with three coupling
A large passive filter is eventually needed as the order of windings on the primary side of the transformer [2],
main harmonics is low. High frequency operation is primary current is reset by input voltage source through
essential for design of a low cost and low weight the auxiliary coupling windings in the transformer.
converter. Selection of high switching frequency Because of high input current the conduction loss in
decreases  the  size of magnetic elements and other auxiliary circuits is large and there is high voltage ringing
reactive components used in the converters, thereby across the rectifier diodes. The primary current in
reducing the dimension of the filter and increase the transformer can be reduced by using an active switch on
power factor. Because of its high efficiency and low the secondary side [3], [4]. Since the auxiliary switch
electromagnetic  interference,  the  PSFB  DC-DC should be driven in accordance with the driving logic of
converter is preferred for power level higher than 500W. the primary switches, the control is complex. Active clamp
But the circulating loss in primary is high, for a ZVT is realized in [5] - [8]. It is necessary to use two main
conventional PSFB converter especially in high input switches. Zero Current Transition (ZCT) is not
current application. To lower the circulating loss, zero implemented.

The leakage inductor of the transformer is used as
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Fig. 1: Previous Secondary Side Current Reset Circuits

Table 1: Voltage stress across the secondary side using different reset circuits
V  for the prototyperecmax

Sl. No. Topology V  Equation V =220V, V =60V, n=4/30recmax 0 in

1 [10]

2 [11]

3 [12]

4 [13]

5 [14]

6 Proposed nV nV =8Vin in

Two auxiliary switches are used to obtain active
clamp. Additionally, the converter requires a special
design transformer and two rectifier diodes. In [9], the
main switch turns ON and turns OFF with ZCT. In the
main switch and the main diode there is no additional
voltage and current stresses. A magnetic coupled
inductance is used in the circuit. If the magnetic coupling
is not good, due to leakage inductance parasitic
oscillations and losses occurs. High voltage spikes are
resulted in [15] and [16] during the operation of low-side
and high-side switches because of the hard switching
turn off conditions. In [17], LLC Series Resonant
Converter (SRC) is presented. The drawbacks of SRC will
also be there in LLC-SRC, if LLC-SRC is designed within
the above resonance region and its operation is the same
as with SRC. Under light load conditions, the drawback of
SRC is that it cannot attain zero voltage switching (ZVS)

[18] operation. In [19], a dual-full bridge configuration is
adopted and the power level is thus raised. Fig. 1 shows
previous secondary side current reset circuits.

Fig. 1(a) represents the transformer auxiliary winding,
which increases the complexity of the transformer and it
requires additional RC/RCD snubber. The energy trapped
in the leakage inductance causes large voltage spike
across the power switch and many electromagnetic
interference noises. Usually, an RCD snubber circuit is
used to dissipate the energy trapped in the leakage
inductance of the transformer. The RCD snubber circuit
absorbs the energy and dissipates it in the snubber
resistor. Therefore, power loss in the RCD snubber circuit
lowers the efficiency. Coupled output inductor circuit is
shown in Fig. 1(b). Reducing the voltage across the
rectifier cannot be done properly and also there will be
more switching noise. The PWM converter is shown in
Fig. 1(c), it implies additional rectifier conduction losses
and secondary parasitic ringing. Fig. 1(d) shows the
energy recovery snubber. The drawback of the circuit is
the generation of additional losses and switching noise in
the secondary side rectifiers. Table 1 shows the voltage
stresses across the rectifier diodes using different reset
circuits [10-14].

PSFB converter without circulating loss in primary
side is proposed in this paper. Compared with the
previous ZVZCS converters, the voltage stress and
current stress of the rectifier diode is reduced to a much
low value [20]. Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram. It consists
of  four  main  switches  and  one  auxiliary   clamp  switch,
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Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the proposed converter

Fig. 3: Key Waveforms in one switching cycle

which performs zero - voltage - switching through the use
of resonance between leakage inductance(L  of the The current through the primary side (i ) increasesk)

transformer and the rectifier capacitors can reduce the linearly until it reaches the reflected output inductor
current stress of the rectifier diodes and conduction current as follows;
losses. The clamping diode is used to clamp the voltage
spike across the rectifier diode. The DC-DC converter is (2)
PWM controlled, so implementation of control circuit is
very simple and inexpensive. Since this converter has just where,
one input boost inductor and it does not use any clamp
windings, its cost and size in comparison with previous
converters can be reduced further. The operation
principles and theoretical analysis of the proposed C =C +C
converter are verified.

Description and Operation of Proposed DC-DC the resonance between the magnetizing inductor and the
Converter: The circuit diagram and key waveforms of the rectifier capacitors, is obtained as follows;

proposed converter are shown in Fig. 2 and 3
respectively. The operation of the proposed converter is
divided into twelve modes. One switching cycle of the
proposed circuit is divided into two half cycles (i) t  – t0 6

(ii) t  – t . Since the operation principles of the two half7 12

cycles are symmetric, only the first half cycle is explained.
Each half cycle can be divided into six modes and its
equivalent circuits are shown in Fig. 5.

Mode 1 (t  ~t ): At t , S  turns on the voltage across the0 1 0 4

input side reaches the clamp capacitor voltage, V  and thec

clamp diode, which is the body diode of MOSFET S ,c
which conducts the boost inductor current, (I ). Thed

current through the leakage inductance, (i ) increasesLK

which is determined by voltage difference between the
clamp voltage, (V ) and the reflected output voltage (V ).c 0

To facilitate zero voltage switching (ZVS) for S , the clampc

switch (S ) is turned on before the clamp current, (i )c c

reverses at t . It should be observed that i  is –I  at t .1 c d 0

i  = – (I  – i ) (1)c d Lk

p

r 01 02

The magnetizing current, which also increases with
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Fig.4: Resonance Circuit

(a) Mode 1
Fig. 5: Equivalent Circuits (a) Mode 1

(7)
(3)

where,
where  V (t)  is the voltage across the voltage-doubler.

On the other hand, since the resonant frequency
is much slower than the switching frequency, (8)

I  can linearly be approximated as follows.m

(4)

Mode 2 (t ~t ): At t , the leakage inductance of the1 2 1

transformer is resonant with rectifier capacitors of the
converter. The clamp current i  reverses its polarity andc

flows through the active clamp switch (S ). The clampc

current(i ) provides the difference between the increasingc

primary current and constant boost inductor current I .d

(5)

i  = – (I  – i ) (6)c(max) d Lk(max)

The magnitude of the resonant voltage and current
can be calculated from the equivalent circuit, which can be
simplified into a resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 4.

c

This interval ends when the voltage across the voltage
doubler increases to V +V =3V /2.0 c1 0

Mode 3 (t ~t ): When the voltage across the rectifier2 3

increases and it reaches 3V /2 , the clamping diode D0 c

conducts, which is used to clamp the voltage spike across
the rectifier diode. At this stage, the active clamp switch
S  is turned off and the energy stored in leakage inductorc

(L )  discharges  the  output  capacitances of S  and S .k 2 3

The primary side voltage decreases to zero and the body
diodes of S  and S  begin to conduct. This stage ends3 4

when the current i  decreases to i (t ).p p 1

(9)

Mode 4 (t ~t ): When D  is cut off V  keeps at V /n. The3 4 c rec in

voltage spike across the rectifier is reduced. The
circulating current (ie is the sum of input current and
reflected output current) decreases to zero. The ideal
output voltage (V ) and ideal clamp capacitor voltage are0

determined by;
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(10)

(11)

Mode 5 (t ~t ): At t , S  turns off. The intrinsic capacitors4 5 5 1

of  S   and S   are charged by reflected load current.1 2

When voltage across S  reaches to V , the body diode of1 in

S  is conducted. Thus, S  can achieve ZVS on. The2 2

lagging leg switches has voltage transition mode similar
to conventional PSFB converter. Furthermore, the voltage
increases very fast because of large primary current
reflected from load current. When the body diode of S Fig. 6: Selection of Resonant frequency2

conducts, the voltage across primary winding is clamped
to zero. Thus, the current on the primary begins Hereafter leakage inductance is determined using the
decreasing, and the decreasing slope is described as chart given in Fig. 7 under the subheading selection of
follows. This interval ends when current i  is reset to zero. leakage inductance. Fig. 6 shows the selection of resonantp

(12) value of diode current (I ) is same as that of the load

Mode 6 (t ~t ): After t  the converter is in freewheeling Sinusoidal form and (iii) quasi sinusoidal form. When the5 6 5

stage. The primary circulating current becomes zero and resonant frequency is slower than the switching
the circulating loss in primary side is eliminated without frequency, the waveforms of the current can be of
considering the transformer magnetizing current triangular form, which is represented as a dotted line in
circulating loss. Fig.  6.  As  resonant  frequency  gets  faster  (fr ), the

After t  the other half switching cycle begins. Due to wave  forms  of  diode current (I ) can be similar to a6

the symmetry operation characteristic, the principles and quasi-sinusoidal form. In addition to this, when f  becomes
the equivalent circuits of the other half switching cycle faster than f , the waveforms of diode current (I ) can be
are same to that mentioned above. of sinusoidal form. Since the peak value of the Diode

Design Considerations: To validate the features of the be properly determined by reducing conduction losses
proposed converter, a prototype converter has been and current stresses. As shown in Fig. 6 the peak value of
designed using the following procedures, with the diode current and the rectifier capacitance (C  or C ) are
specifications that the input voltage V  = 60V, Switching selected according to the normalized frequency f /f  , within

frequency(f )=60kHz, leakage inductance (L =23µH), conditions such as L  = 23µH, I  = 2.2A and f  = 60kHz.s k

Output Voltage, V =220V. When f /f  is around 0.85, the peak value of I  has the0

Selection of Resonant Frequency: To reduce the current Two quantities are defined to analyze the converter
stresses of rectifier diodes and conduction losses, the as,
resonant frequency (f ), which is decided by the leakager

inductance and the rectifier capacitance, should be lower Frequency ratio, F=f /f
than the switching frequency (f ). Resonant frequency is And Quality factor, s

determined by using rectifier capacitance and leakage
inductance. Rectifier capacitance can be calculated by Selection of the Dead Duty Ratio: To prevent the arm
using the equation. short between both switches in the same leg, the turn-on

(13) after turn-off of its opposite switch. Especially, to

frequency. Due to the capacitive output filter, the average
D1

current in each case. From Fig. 6 the wave forms of the
current can be represented in (i) triangular form, (ii)

D1

r

s D1

current (I ) is smallest its form is quasi sinusoidal. Fr canD1

01 02

r s

k 0 s

r s D1

smallest value.

r s

of each switch in the same leg must be delayed by D Tdead s

guarantee safe ZVS operations, the dead time between
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switches has to be greater than maximum ZVS time (T ), ZCS Condition for the Lagging Leg Switches: In order toz

which is the required time for the ZVS of the lagging leg achieve ZCS of the lagging leg switches, the primary
under the worst ZVS condition. Therefore, the maximum current should be decreased to zero.
ZVS time (T ) can be obtained as follows:z

Fig. 7: Required L  for ZVS operation in terms of P Using Resonance: Usually, the voltage doubler causesk 0

(14) stresses across the rectifier diodes. But the proposed

Selection of Leakage Inductance (L ): The required between the leakage inductance of the transformer andK

leakage inductance (L ) for ZVS operation is determined rectifier capacitors.k

by output power and switch stray capacitors. Fig.7 shows
that the minimum value of leakage inductance(L ) for ZVS Reduction of Voltage Stress of the Rectifier Diode: Duek

decreases as output power (P ) increases, which is a to the clamp diode D  the voltage stress across the0

typical characteristics of soft switching converters. rectifier diodes is reduced to nV . In order to show the
Leakage inductance Lk must be greater than 100nH for improvement of the converter in reducing the voltage
ZVS operation to occur, but needs to have a higher value stress, a prototype with low input and high output
in order to reduce the peak value of circulating current voltage is designed. The input is (45-60) V and output is
and thus to reduce rms current at the switches and 220V.
transformer windings. The minimum value of L  necessaryk

for ZVS to turn-on is; Reduction of Filter Requirements: The proposed

(15) conventional PSFB converter because there is an auxiliary

(16) derived in eqn (18) according to different duty cycle.

Performance Analysis of the Proposed DC-DC Converter (18)
ZVS Condition for the Leading Leg Switches: In the
traditional PSFB converter the ZVS operation of the The current ripple in function of input V  is derived as;
leading leg switches can easily be achieved due to the
large output filter inductor. But due to large output (19)
inductance core loss occurs due to the saturation of core.
This is eliminated with the help of the proposed converter: The ripple reduction in the proposed converter is
To implement the converter without additional about 80-90% during the input voltage range compared
inductance, the leakage inductance of the transformer is with the conventional PSFB.
utilized as the resonant inductor. The minimum value of
current required for ZVS can be represented as; Experimental Investigation: The prototype of the

proposed converter was built for a power rating of 1.5kW.

(17) the  prototype  circuit.  Simulated  waveforms of DC motor

Reduction of Circulating Current: The conventional
PSFB converter has a drawback due to the phase-shifted
PWM control, ie., a circulating current flowing through
transformers and switching devices during the
freewheeling interval. This circulating current is the sum
of reflected load current and transformer primary
magnetizing current, which increases the conduction loss
and RMS current stresses of components.

Reduction of Current Stress and Conduction Losses by

voltage-current doubling effect which creates current

converter eliminates this with the help of resonance

c

in

converter has filter requirements different from that of

voltage source at the input of the filter inductor during the
freewheeling interval. The current ripple (peak to peak) is

in

Table 2 shows the list of values of different parameters of
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Table 2: Parameters of the Prototype Circuit
Item Symbol Value/Part
Input Voltage V 60Vin

Max. Power Rating P 1.5kWmax

Switching Frequency F 60kHzs

Transformer 4:30/EE42 4:30/EE42
Leakage Inductance L 23µHk

Magnetizing Inductance L 30mHm

Capacitance of double cell C , C 2.2µF01 02

Output capacitance C 1000µF0

Power Switches S , S FA57SA50LC1-4 c

Rectifier Diodes D , D DSEK60-06A1-2 c

Clamping Capacitor C 3µFc

Boost Inductor L 330µHdc

Output Voltage V 220V0

DC Machine 5HP, 240V

Fig. 8: Experimental setup of proposed converter

(a) (b)

Fig. 9: ZVS waveforms of lagging leg switches (a) turn on voltage (b) turn on current

(a) (b)

Fig. 10: Simulated waveforms of DC motor (a) Armature Current (b) Armature Voltage
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Fig. 11: Experimental waveforms of (a) Inverter (b) Voltage stress across the rectifier

Fig. 12: Speed of DC motor

Fig. 13: Efficiency comparison of the proposed and leakage  inductor  of  the  transformer  is  transferred  to
conventional converter the output side. A prototype verifies the theoretical

are shown in Fig. 10 and 12. From Fig. 11 (b), it is clear load. The proposed converter is applicable especially to
that, the voltage stress and oscillations across the rectifier the high voltage application such as speed and torque
is clamped very well without using any RC snubbers in control of DC motors, PDP sustain power module and
the proposed converter. Also, the circulating current and high - voltage battery charger etc. because of its
turn-off switching losses are reduced, compared to advantages.
existing PSFB converters with ZVS operation. Fig. 8
shows the actual photograph of the proposed converter REFERENCES
prototype.

Fig. 13 shows the variation of efficiency measured for 1. Rual,  X.  and  Y.   Yan,   2001.   A   novel  Zero
the prototype. The proposed converter attains a maximum Voltage and Zero Current Switching PWM Full
efficiency of 98.87% at full load and shows a significant Bridge  Converter  Using   two   Diodes   in  series
improvement in the efficiency compared with its with  the  lagging  leg,  IEEE Trans Ind. Electron.,
counterparts. 48(4): 777-785.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a soft switched full bridge DC-DC
converter is presented. The voltage stress across the
rectifier is reduced by employing single active clamp
circuit and  clamp  diode  and  thus  low  voltage rate
diode  can  be  utilized  and  thereby   reducing
conduction losses. Also, the lead lag switches achieves
ZVS on. The circulating energy can be reduced
considerably,  since  all  energy that is stored in the

analysis and the efficiency is improved above 4% at full
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